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VILLA INDIANO is an emblematic, 
monumental villa from the turn of the 
20th century, located in the middle of 
the Burjassot orchard. It has become 
a benchmark for culture, gastronomy, 
art, reflection, music and leisure. 

With a view to centering well-being 
and positively impacting society, this 
project embodies the spirit of Convent 
Carmen and boasts a restaurant 
with traditional Valencian cuisine 
and a cultural garden that offers a 
continuous program of activities.

VILLA INDIANO is a space with its 
own personality where events become 
life-altering experiences.

#Events #Gastronomy 
#Culture #Garden #Wellbeing 
#HeritageRehabilitation #Design 
#Sustainability #Authenticity  
#Slowlife #Calm
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The Villa del Indiano is an eclectic 
residential building from the turn 
of the 20th century, with French 
inf luences and modernist touches. 

Manor houses like this were built  
by emigrants who returned after 
making their fortunes in America.  
They are profusely decorated,  
with ornamental details on  
the f loors, ceilings and joinery, 
and have gardens with abundant 
Mediterranean vegetation. 

At VILLA INDIANO the monumental 
staircase at the entrance to  
the building is breathtaking, as are  
the original tiles with plant motifs,  
the ornamental details on the ceilings, 
a period ventilation system,  
the frosted stained-glass windows  
and the garden, which is connected  
to the orchard.
 

THE VILLA
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The interior of VILLA INDIANO  
houses a restaurant with traditional 
Valencian cuisine made with the best 
quality products from the orchards 
surrounding our city.

Recipes that combine history  
and innovation where rice,  
vegetables and grilled cooking  
play a fundamental role. 

With a capacity for 65 diners  
inside and 70 diners in the garden 
restaurant, gastronomy  
is enjoyed with all of our senses  
at VILLA INDIANO.  

RESTAURANT

The VILLA INDIANO Cultural Garden  
is the setting for a cross-sectional  
and continuous program of activities that 
center well-being, sustainability,  
talent and creation.

These include live music, cinema,  
performing arts, healthy living, conferences, 
conversations and exchanges of ideas, 
workshops, gastronomy, tastings, children  
and families, literature, design, exhibitions, etc… 

Experiences that generate an impact for a wide  
and diverse audience.  
*Seasonal garden. Open from spring to autumn

 

CULTURAL GARDEN+



VILLA INDIANO is located in the 
Burjassot orchard, in front of the 
metro station that connects Valencia 
to the municipalities of l’Horta Nord. 

Private parking located in  
Villa de San José (next to Villa 
Indiano) is available for events.

LOCATION

m

m

m

From Pza. Ayuntamiento. València
BY CAR    15 minutes

Empalme

Cantereria

Burjassot

Parque Municipal
La Granja

Autovía del Turia CV-3
0

Parque de
Benicalap

Los Silos

4
8 min.
5,4 km 5 min.

2,3 km

From Feria Valencia
BY CAR    8 minutes
From Valencia Conference Centre
BY CAR     5 minutes



SPACES
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2. Stage

1. Drinks stand

INSIDE VILLA INDIANO

RESTAURANT TERRACE

TENTS

ENTIRE VENUE

1
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INSIDE / INDOOR

TERRACE

TENTS

ENTIRE VENUE
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Inside VILLA INDIANO the building’s 
original rooms have been respected 
and converted into the restaurant’s 
five rooms:

· LA SALETA

· EL MENJADOR

· EL REBEDOR

· LA GALERIA

· EL REBOST

Each of these rooms has  
colorful tiles with plant motifs  
and ornamental details on the ceiling 
that give them a unique personality. 

In El Menjador, we have  
a 65-inch screen for presentations  
or to view images and videos.

INSIDE 
INDOOR

CAPACITIES

LA SALETA

EL MENJADOR

EL REBEDOR

LA GALERIA

EL REBOST

TOTAL

TABLE            COCKTAIL            THEATER            IMPERIAL

12

10

8

15 12

50 80

10

-

-

- -

9

-

-

16 20 20 15

10 8 6

12
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Located to the left of the building  
and separated from the rest of  
the garden by a perimeter fence 
and the access ramp, the restaurant 
terrace allows you to enjoy  
this outdoor space privately.  

The terrace has a capacity  
for 70 diners and is the ideal  
space for the gastronomy of  
VILLA INDIANO to be enjoyed  
in a natural and relaxed environment, 
next to the oleanders, the Tormos 
ditch and under the large jacaranda  
tree in the garden.  
 
A magical and very authentic  
setting for an event.

RESTAURANT
TERRACE
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CAPACITIES

TABLE

COCKTAIL

IMPERIAL

THE TERRACE

70

80

30



Located in the left-hand area  
of the cultural garden, the tents 
provide a pleasant, shaded space  
and serve as a support for our vines. 

This area is suitable for all types  
of events and can be adapted 
depending on the number of guests  
for its exclusive use. In addition, it has 
a bar area to provide the event with 
a gastronomic service without people 
having to leave the space. 

From THE TENTS, you can enjoy a 
view of the orchard with the Serra 
Calderona in the background and  
the imposing villa on the opposite 
side, as well as experience the general 
atmosphere that the garden has  
from the inside.

TENTS
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CAPACITIES

TABLE

COCKTAIL

IMPERIAL

TENTS

100

120

30



For large-capacity events, VILLA 
INDIANO and all its facilities  
can be reserved in their entirety  
for the duration of the event.

The entire venue has enough space  
to accommodate 400 guests.

At VILLA INDIANO, we usually mix 
private events with life in the garden, 
because we love the essence of the 
verb “share”. We are always looking 
for the best way for guests to share 
the space, but to do so independently.

ENTIRE  
VENUE
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CAPACITIES

GENERAL

CURVE

TABLE       COCKTAIL       THEATER    

400 200

--40

-



The gastronomy of VILLA INDIANO 
is based on quality, balance, tradition 
and local products. 

With the Alma del Temple restaurant 
as the f lagship of our spaces and  
a team of professionals trained  
in the best cuisine that our country 
has to offer, the gastronomy of Villa 
Indiano combines innovation  
and creativity with the most 
traditional recipes of our gastronomy, 
high-quality ingredients and seasonal 
products purchased directly from 
producers and farmers in the area.

With all these ingredients,  
our dishes are the perfect  
complement to any event.

GASTRO-
NOMY
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VILLA INDIANO offers an extensive 
cultural agenda every month to make 
visiting our garden a unique and 
unforgettable experience, promote 
local talent and bring well-being and 
culture to a wider public. 

Our cultural programming team will 
be responsible for designing the most 
suitable activities for each type of 
event and personalizing them so that 
guests experience a memorable day, 
full of laughter and emotion. 

*Seasonal garden.  
 Open from spring to autumn

#Wellbeing #Music #Workshops 
#Gastronomy #Creativity #Team 
#Tours #Game #Activity #Art 
#Talent

CULTURAL
GARDEN
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THE UNIQUENESS 
OF VILLA INDIANO

15 minutes from the city, a space in which 
to disconnect from noise pollution and enjoy 
yourself in a natural environment. 

DEEP IN THE COUNTRY
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With our façade lighting system, the Villa can be 
bathed in the corporate color of the company 
during the event. 

CORPORATE VENUE

The garden’s soil is completely natural,  
perfectly matching its surroundings. 

NATURAL SOIL

The stage is equipped with a 360º sound system. 
Our sound technician will handle the details. 

SOUND SYSTEM

Valencia has an average of 300 sunny days  
a year and a pleasant climate that is perfect  
for outdoor activities. 

UNDER AN OPEN SKY

Our garden is pet friendly. Pets are also  
very welcome at private events. 

PET-FRIENDLY



In addition to VILLA INDIANO,  
we have three more projects  
located in the city of Valencia.

All three can be reserved  
for events and celebrations.

OUR 
PROJECTS
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Convent Carmen is a hotel  
that straddles the conventional 
limits between tourist 
accommodation and the city. 

It is currently closed,  
but its garden and  
the deconsecrated church  
can be used for filming  
and photoshoots.

CONVENT CARMEN

Caro Hotel is the first historical 
monument-hotel in Valencia.  
Its interior was designed by Francesc 
Rifé, winner of the FAD award  
for interior design in 2009.

More than 2,000 years of history  
are on display inside. Remains of  
the Roman circus and the Arab wall...  
A unique enclave with a restaurant  
to match: “Alma del Temple”. 

Traditional cuisine and deep f lavors  
by chef Sara Olmedo and a room 
described by the German magazine 
Taschen as one of the most beautiful  
in the world.

CARO HOTEL AND  
ALMA DEL TEMPLE



Camí de l’Estació, 4     
46100 BURJASSOT (VALÈNCIA · SPAIN)

eventos@villaindiano.com    @villaindiano   www.villaindiano.com


